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C

reating a Bicycle Friendly Driver
Program in Your Community

Bicycling safety education has traditionally focused on teaching people who ride bicycles how to be
safe and lawful riders. While educating bicyclists is an essential part of the overall safety picture,
many motor vehicle drivers are often not reached through these cyclist-focused programs.
Communities across the nation have the opportunity to expand their bicycle safety education offerings and create a safer, more welcoming environment for all transportation system users by educating
motor vehicle drivers about how to share the road safely with people on bicycles. The need for this is
evidenced by the fact that when bicycle/motor vehicle crashes occur approximately 50 percent of the
time the crash is the result of a mistake made by the motorist.1
In December 2015 the FC Bikes Program at the City of Fort Collins, CO, in partnership with the nonprofit organization, Bike Fort Collins, created an education program to fill the gap in bicycling safety
education. This program reached 1,700 people in the first year and has become the leading bicyclingrelated education program in the region.
Since its inception, the Bicycle Friendly Driver program has gained regional and national interest
from communities wanting to improve bicycle safety. This toolkit was developed to support communities around the country in developing and implementing a similar program. The concepts presented
in this toolkit are based on the successful model that was created and implemented in Fort Collins.
1 This

statistic is not from one study or source specifically, but from looking across studies around the
country. The data vary by state, community and crash type; however, when you take the information
as a whole you can see that in bicycle versus motor vehicle crashes, about half the time it is the fault
of the cyclist and half the time it is the fault of the motorist.
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How to Use this Toolkit
This toolkit was created to provide users with ideas for how to create an education program focusing
on motorists to improve safety for people who ride bicycles. The toolkit is set up to help achieve the
following objectives:
Establish the case for motorist-focused bicycle safety education to help individuals or organizations within communities articulate the importance of such programs to stakeholders
Provide a framework for offering motorist-focused programs
Familiarize toolkit users with best practices
Provide a preliminary budget for a Bicycle Friendly Driver program
In addition, this toolkit is designed with the understanding that all communities are different. Each
has its own population density, demographic mix, political environment, percentage of bicycle ridership, safety issues, and other community-specific concerns. When using the toolkit, take the ideas that
will resonate within the community and environment in which you operate and modify those ideas as
necessary to fit the needs of the residents.

What Is the Bicycle Friendly Driver Program?
Bicycle Friendly Driver is essentially bicycle safety education delivered from a motorist’s perspective. It is structured into a 1.5 hour interactive class, taught by Bicycle Ambassadors (individuals from
northern Colorado trained to teach cycling safety in the region), aimed at educating all drivers on the
best and safest ways to share the road with people on bikes. Developed by FC Bikes in collaboration
with Bike Fort Collins, the class addresses:
Common crashes and how to avoid them
What is legal and what is not legal for motorists and cyclists
Why people on bikes “take the lane” and how motorists should respond
Why sharing the road is the safest alternative for both motorists and bicyclists
How to navigate bicycle related infrastructure such as sharrows, bike boxes, and green lanes
The course involves a lecture portion and includes an exam. People who successfully pass the exam
become certified as Bicycle Friendly Drivers and receive a certificate, a sticker for their vehicle and a
pledge card to remind them about what it means to be a Bicycle Friendly Driver.
The main target audience for the course has been people who drive as part of their job, such as bus
drivers, delivery truck drivers and other fleet drivers. The program has been focused on that specific
group because as professional drivers, it is assumed they operate motor vehicles more than most individuals in our communities. The course has also been taught to the general public, bike club members
and high school students.
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Establishing the Case for a Bicycle Friendly Driver Program
In order to demonstrate the importance of a motorist-focused bicycle safety education program it is
important to recognize the critical role that education plays in a comprehensive bicycle safety plan.
This toolkit is written with the assumption that your organization or community has already recognized the important role of education in creating a bicycle friendly community and safe transportation
system for all users. However, if you would like to learn more about how to communicate that within
your community, please view the League of American Bicyclists’ website (bikeleague.org) to learn
more about how education fits into the 5 E’s of bicycle friendliness and how to communicate that to
various stakeholders. The focus of this toolkit is to help you communicate why the motorist-focused
aspect of bicycle safety education is an important piece of the
overall education picture.
The phrase bicycle safety education often prompts people
to think of children and of classes or events that are focused
on teaching people who ride bikes how to navigate the roads
safely or follow the laws related to bicycling. This approach
only addresses part of the overall safety picture. When you
examine data related to crashes involving motor vehicle drivers and people on bikes, you will likely find that about half
of the time the fault lies with the person driving the motor
vehicle and half of the time the fault lies with the person riding the bike.2 In addition, regardless of who was at fault, in
most crash scenarios, it is typical to find that both road users
could have done something different to prevent the crash
all-together or lessen the severity of the crash. It is for these
reasons that if education programs only focus on teaching
bicyclists how to be safe, they are only addressing a portion
of the issue.

In most bicycle versus
motor vehicle crashes
both road users typically
could have done something different to reduce
the severity of the crash
or avoid the crash all
together

By educating motor vehicle drivers about how to share the
roads safely with people on bikes, we are able to expand the
reach of bicycle education programming and thus create an
environment where more people are operating with a common understanding of how to travel safely on the roadways.
We are also able to promote bicycling to an audience that
may not be reached through traditional bicyclist-focused
education programs.
Table 1 shows that introducing Bicycle Friendly Driver at the end of 2015 enabled Fort Collins to
significantly increase the number of people reached through bicycling-related education classes.
These data points will vary by community, but when you look at data across the country, you will find that both
road users play a significant part in the overall safety picture regarding bicycleversus motor vehicle crashes.
2
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Repackaging the information and presenting it in a new way (from the motorist’s perspective) helped
us achieve unprecedented growth and reach.

Table 1: Participation in Bicycle Education Classes Offered Through the Bicycle
Ambassador Program
Class Participation

Sessions

Participants

TOTAL 2014

22

397

TOTAL 2015

40

489

TOTAL 2016

118

2380

In addition, data collected since the beginning of the Bicycle Friendly Driver program in Fort Collins reveal some compelling findings. Participants who attended our classes were asked to complete a
demographic data form as well as an evaluation of the class. On the forms they were asked questions
such as their rider type and how confident they felt about riding after taking the course.3 See Appendix
E for examples of the forms.
Using this data we are able to examine who we are reaching and if the programs are having the intended impacts. For example, one objective of most bicycle education programs is to encourage more
people to ride bikes. One way to achieve that objective is to reach those who are least likely to ride and
empower them to ride more using education. Based on the information presented by Roger Geller
in his report, “Four Rider Types,” the biggest opportunity is to impact behavior of “Interested but
Concerned” (IBC) riders. Accordingly to Geller, approximately 60% of people identify themselves as
IBC riders, or those would like to ride more, but perceive there to be barriers to riding such as safety,
comfort and convenience.
Geller also identified a rider group called “No Way No How” (NWNH), or those that are not likely to
ride a bicycle at all. Although NWNH individuals may not be as likely to ride a bicycle, it is still important to educate them about how to keep bicyclists safe on the roadways, which has historically been
difficult when only offering bicyclist-focused classes.
The introduction of Bicycle Friendly Driver has enabled Fort Collins to reach a greater percentage of
both IBC and NWNH riders as is shown in Chart 1. One notable area of growth was the 10.3% increase
in the number of NWNH riders reached through Bicycle Friendly Driver versus the bicyclist-focused
classes.
The rider types referenced are from the “Four Rider Types” originally defined by Roger Geller, Bicycle Coordinator at the Portland, OR Office
of Transportation. For more information on the rider types, visit: https://www.portlandoregon.gov/transportation/article/264746.
3
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Chart 1: Participant Rider Type by Bicyclist-focused vs. Motorist-focused Classes
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Data also showed that over 50 percent of participants in the Bicycle Friendly Driver classes reported
feeling more confident about riding a bicycle after taking the course. Of those who reported feeling
more confident many considered themselves to be IBC or NWNH. Another notable finding was the
fact that a significant portion those who considered themselves Enthused and Confident (64.8%) or
Strong and Fearless (46.1) riders also reported feeling more confident.
Table 2 shows the percentage of participants who reported feeling more confident broken down by
rider type. This data suggests that we are not only reaching new audiences, but also positively influencing their comfort level with bicycling as a form of transportation across rider types.

Table 2: Percentage of Participants Who Reported Feeling More Confident Riding a
Bicycle on Roadways as a Result of Taking the Bicycle Friendly Driver Course
Rider Type

Percentage

No Way No How

28.2

Interested but Concerned

47.5

Enthused and Confident

64.8

Strong and Fearless

46.1

The results from the Fort Collins program indicate that implementing a Bicycle Friendly Driver program may help other communities reach a broader audience with bicycling safety information and
may help move the needle in a positive direction toward getting more people on bikes.
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Getting a Program Started in Your Community
Now that you understand the importance of motorist-focused bicycle safety education, the toolkit will
focus on helping you get a program started in your community. This section of the toolkit is based on
the model developed for the Bicycle Friendly Driver program in northern Colorado. Here are seven
steps you can follow toward making this a reality:

Step One: Identify a Coordinator
Although running a Bicycle Friendly Driver program is not difficult, it does take “people power.” Identify someone in your community who would be a good candidate for overseeing the program. For example, a coordinator might be someone who is already organizing bicycle education for adults, working on bicycle advocacy initiatives, or working in a different bicycle-related role in the community.
Ideally, the person would have a background in bicycle safety education. The coordinator should be
a League Cycling Instructor or have completed another cycling education program, such as Cycling
Savvy. In addition, the coordinator should be someone who is sensitive to the fact that all modes of
transportation have a place in the transportation system and can convey that to various stakeholders
throughout the community. Depending on resource availability and program structure, the coordinator role could be paid or volunteer.
Here are duties that can be filled by the coordinator:
Securing funding to start and sustain the program
Recruiting and training instructors
Marketing the program
Recruiting businesses or groups to host the classes
Establishing and managing the class registration system
Ordering supplies
Preparing class materials for instructors or establishing a system for instructors to prep their
own class materials
Updating materials as needed and communicating with instructors about updates
Teaching classes
Capturing data and evaluating program effectiveness
Working with other organizations in the community to ensure content of the program accurately
reflects what is taking place within the community (for example, collecting data from various entities in the community and then using it to inform content)
With small programs, a coordinator could potentially be the only person running and implementing
the program. However, it is recommended that the coordinator work with a team of individuals who
are trained and qualified to teach the courses and even help set up additional courses. More information about the team will be described below.
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Step Two: Secure Funding
The Bicycle Friendly Driver program can be implemented with a relatively small amount of financial
resources. Following is a sample budget for a program that is the size of the program that was established in Fort Collins. The Fort Collins program is currently reaching approximately 1,700 people per
year and is continuing to expand its reach. Note: this budget is for an established program and does
not factor in the time required to get the program up and running.

SAMPLE BUDGET
Item

Description

Annual Cost

Coordinator Salary

5 hours/week
Salary range between $30/hr.-$200/hr.

$7,800-52,000

Instructor Fees

30 Presentations @ 2.5 hours
per presentation. $15-200/hour

$1,125-15,000

5” Stickers

2000 Stickers @ $.58 each

$1160

Certificates

2000 @ $.20 each

$400

Exams

2000 exams at $.33 each

$660

Demographic/Evaluation
Packets

2000 packets @ $.33 each

$660

Printed Sign-in Sheets

30 sign-in sheets, 4 pages each
@ $.10 per page

$12

Total Operating Budget		

$11,817-$69,892

Optional Items:
Bicycle Friendly Driver
2000 Business Card Sized Pledge Cards
Pledge Cards		

$115

Promotional Rack Cards

5000 Full Color Rack Cards

$365

Data Entry

Data entry of exam results and
evaluation information. Coordinator
can do this or it can be outsourced.

$1000

13” “fleet sized” Stickers

500 Stickers @ $3.75 each

$1875

5” Window Clings

1000 Static Cling Decals @ $.53 each

$530

Recognition/Advertisement
Estimated 6 advertisements per year
$4,200 - $12,000
in Newspapers and/or
at $700 - $2000 per advertisement
magazines				

Total of Optional Items		

$8,085 - $15,885

Total Budget with Optional Items

$19,902 - $85,777

Note: This budget is designed to give you a general idea of how much it will cost to run a Bicycle
Friendly Driver program. Prices may vary depending on your region and the quantity of each item
purchased.
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In addition to the items included in this sample budget, the following are required for offering the
program:
Laptop and cables for connecting to various AV equipment
Projector
Screen (for instances when a screen is not available at the host site; a blank wall can also be used)
USB drives for instructors to use to plug in at sites where AV equipment is already available
3-foot flag – our team created a flag on a stick that helps show a visual of what 3 feet looks like.
You can create one using tent poles and nearly any
fabric. A 3-foot flag can be made for about $15.
Grants can be a great ways to get a Bicycle Friendly
Driver program up and running. The funding for the
Fort Collins program initially came from a Congestion
Mitigation and Air Quality Grant. In addition, other
grant funding was used to secure materials for the
program. The program is now funded through the city
budget.
In an effort to remove as many barriers as possible for
people interested in taking the course, we choose not to
charge for offering Bicycle Friendly Driver in Fort Collins. However, many communities do charge organizations and/or individuals for similar bicycle classes to
create funding for continued programming.

Approximately 30 percent of
crashes in Fort Collins involve
bicyclists riding against the flow
of traffic. In the Bicycle Friendly
Driver course we educate
motorists (and bicyclists) about
how to avoid being involved in
the right-angle crash, the crash
that is often the result of
wrong-way riding.

Step Three: Gather Data for Your Community
The Bicycle Friendly Driver curriculum is designed to be data-driven and based on what is taking
place in your community. The goal of the program is to increase safety and reduce the number of
bicycle versus motor vehicle crashes in a community. In order to have the biggest impact on reducing
crashes you can use data to decide where to focus your educational efforts. Having the following data
can be helpful for creating your presentation:
Number of bike versus motor vehicle crashes in your community and how that compares with
overall crashes
Number of severe (serious injury or death) crashes in your community that involve a person on a
bike and how that compares to overall serious crashes
Most common crash types and their level of occurrence
Problem spots/intersections where crashes and/or conflicts are likely to occur
Here’s an example of how we use this type of data in the Fort Collins version of the course. You will
notice that the sample presentation provided in Appendix C focuses on three crash types including
the right-angle crash, the left cross or left hook crash, and the right hook crash. These three crashes
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are the focus of the presentation because they are the top three bicycle/motor vehicle crashes in Fort
Collins. We also know that approximately 30 percent of bicycle/motor vehicle crashes in Fort Collins
involve bicyclists riding against the flow of traffic. In the Bicycle Friendly Driver course, we educate
motorists (and bicyclists) how to avoid being involved in the right-angle crash, the crash that is often
the result of wrong-way riding.
If you do not already have comprehensive data readily available, try reaching out to various departments and/or organizations in your community including:
City Traffic Operations Department
City Police Department
Non-Profit Bicycling Advocacy Group
Hospital
City Planning Department
Other organizations in your community who may collect and report this type of information
If you are unable to locate the data, you can still present the concepts in the course. Many of the crash
frequencies are similar across communities and the principles for avoiding them are generally the
same. Additionally, you could use national data from the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (https://www.nhtsa.gov/research-data).

Step Four: Recruit and Train Instructors
Depending on the size of your program, you will likely benefit from having a team of people who are
trained and qualified to teach the presentation. As of 2018, the Fort Collins program has one coordinator who works to set up presentations and teaches, and nine additional team members who are
qualified to teach the course. This group size has allowed us to respond to virtually any request. We
are able to respond in a timely manner, can be flexible as to when presentations are offered and can
accommodate large group sizes if needed.
In Fort Collins, Bicycle Friendly Driver instructors must meet the following requirements:
Instructor must be at least a Silver Level Ambassador (has successfully completed the League
of American Bicyclist’s Smart Cycling class and has volunteered/worked with the Bicycle
Ambassador Program for at least 20 hours)
Has successfully completed the Bicycle Friendly Driver course
Has co-taught at least one Bicycle Friendly Driver course. It is also recommended that
instructors shadow one course before co-teaching; however, it is not required.
Instructors are also evaluated by the participants at each presentation through the feedback form
we distribute and collect after each class. This enables us to deliver timely feedback about delivery
and effectiveness.
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Bicycle Friendly Driver instructors in Fort Collins are compensated 2.5 hours for each class they
teach. This includes setup/prep time, presentation delivery and the time to return materials to our
office. See the Sample Bicycle Friendly Driver Instructor Qualifications and Instruction Sheet in
Appendix A for more information.

Step Five: Market the Program and Schedule Classes
The success of the Bicycle Friendly Driver program in Fort Collins has largely been the result of the
marketing/recruitment approach we use to schedule classes. In the first year, after the initial program
launch, the Fort Collins team identified a number of best practices for getting presentations scheduled
including cold calls, partnerships, offering public classes, responding to class requests, using various
media outlets and getting creative. See Appendix B for sample marketing materials.
Initial Program Launch
The program in Fort Collins initially launched using various media outlets and coordinating with
several organizations. The initial media campaign included a press release, print and electronic media, presenting information about the program on various websites (City of Fort Collins, Bike Fort
Collins – local advocacy group) and through the Chamber of Commerce (website, e-newsletter).
Cold Calls
Many classes are scheduled when either the coordinator or a support staff person makes an in-person call to a business and identifies who to talk to about safety education. This is typically a safety
trainer or manager who oversees drivers. We have also had luck working with Human Resource staff
who coordinate wellness programming. Typically, this approach takes one to three contacts before
successfully getting a class or viewing of the curriculum scheduled. Often the safety person or the
business’s leadership team wants to attend a presentation and participate in the class before offering
it to the rest of their staff. When this request is made, we will offer to teach a private class to them or
invite them to one of the monthly public classes.
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When starting a Bicycle Friendly Driver program and using the cold call method, contact business
or organizations that have fleets and are known to be bicycle-friendly. They are the most likely to be
early adopters of the program.
Tips for Overcoming Objections
Businesses may not initially take to the idea of training all of their staff about how to drive safely
when bicyclists are present on roadways. There are a variety of reasons they may turn down the opportunity, but here are the most common that we have experienced and a few ideas for overcoming
those objections:
The company doesn’t have time – 90 minutes is too long.
Explain why the class is 90 minutes. The class involves 60 minutes of lecture and about 30
minutes of time to have students take the exam, grade the exam and issue certificates. This
also allows time for questions and the more personalized learning that comes from the dialogue around those questions. You can also explain that over 75% of people who have taken
the class so far have rated the 90-minutes to be “just right”.
Offer to do a 60-minute version of the class without an exam or offer to have participants take
the exam after the class and submit it to you later. With this scenario you at least get the
opportunity to present the information, even if the drivers aren’t getting certified or if you
have to take an extra step to grading exams and issuing certificates.
You can even offer to do a 30-40-minute version and just focus on the top crashes.
The company does not perceive there to be a financial benefit (an obvious return on investment).
By hosting the training companies are investing in safety for drivers as well as other
community members.
The investment in training staff is preventative and could save them money in the long-run.
The cost of having one of their staff members involved in a crash with a bicyclist can be significant both in terms of the financial expense as well as damaging to the company’s reputation.
Companies can generate goodwill in the community by demonstrating their commitment to
safety. Your group or organization can even recognize their efforts as an incentive and a way to
help overcome this objection (see “Celebrate Success” below).
The company doesn’t perceive there to be a problem to overcome (for example, none of their
drivers have been involved in a crash with a bicyclist in the past).
As stated in the previous point – hosting the Bicycle Friendly Driver course is a great way to be
proactive and prevent a crash from taking place.
Offering Bicycle Friendly Driver also may help motorists feel less frustrated when sharing the
road with bicyclists. Several participants in Fort Collins reported feeling empathy instead of
frustration toward bicyclists after the course because they understood better why people on
bicycles did things like position themselves in the middle of the travel lane.
Partnerships
Leverage partnerships with anyone and everyone (organizations, schools, churches, driver’s educa-
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tion companies, bike clubs, businesses, municipalities) to establish a regular system of classes for
their groups. For example, in Fort Collins we work with local high schools to offer Bicycle Friendly
Driver in freshman introductory classes. The high schools in our community do not require driver
safety education, so this enables us to reach a key audience just as the students are learning how to
be drivers of motor vehicles.
Public Classes
Offer classes to the general public through established systems such as an existing adult bicycling
education program or your community’s recreation program. For example, in Fort Collins, the
Bicycle Friendly Driver classes are offered via the adult bicycling education program and are also
listed on the Bicycle Friendly Driver website: fcgov.com/BicycleFriendlyDriver.
Respond to Presentation Requests
When developing your program, establish a system for people to request presentations for their
business or organization. In Fort Collins, we use the program website as a way for people to make
such requests that are then emailed to
the coordinator. You can check out the
website and the request form by visiting:
fcgov.com/BicycleFriendlyDriver
Media Outlets
The Fort Collins program is marketed
using various avenues including the program website, an email newsletter that
FC Bikes publishes monthly, via social
media and through traditional print
advertisements. In addition, we produce
a rack card that can be distributed via
information areas of businesses such as
bike shops, coffee shops, service providers, libraries, and any other place with a
public board for flyers or posters.
Get Creative!
When it comes to building demand for bicycling education it pays to get creative. Think outside your
typical methods and make the education appealing in new ways. For example, last year FC Bikes
partnered with local bike clubs to offer a Bike Club Mixer and Bicycle Friendly Driver course. A local
pizza establishment donated food and we held the class at a local brewery. Over 75 people attended
the class and became Bicycle Friendly Drivers!

Step Six: Teach the Classes
Once you’ve lined up classes it’s time to teach them. This is the fun part! Bicycle Friendly Driver is
designed to be an engaging, thought-provoking course. Most participants respond favorably to it and
are appreciative of the information.
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Some important tips when teaching the course:
This is a motorist-focused class, not a bicyclist-focused course. Teach to motorists, not bicyclists.
It is easy for bicycling educators to fall into teaching from the bicycling perspective, instead of
from the motorist’s perspective.
Teach to the motorists in the room who have never been on and never will ride a bike. Don’t assume that people know what bicycling-related infrastructure or terms mean. Explain them as you
present.
The course is not a chance to advocate for cycling. It is important to be sensitive to the audience
and not advocate for one transportation method over another. Present the information in a way
that recognizes the importance of both modes of transportation and is focused on keeping people
safe.
In an effort to give you an idea of how a typical class runs we’ve prepared the following timeline/logistics information.
Class Logistics:
A typical Bicycle Friendly Driver class takes approximately 90 minutes and the schedule is as follows:
Participants enter the class and sign-in as they arrive. With large groups at companies, the sign-in
process is often coordinated by a contact at the company.
Introduction, review class objectives and presentation – 60-70 minutes
Exam – 10-15 minutes
Grading of Exam – this is done by having participants swap their answer sheets. The instructor
then reads each question to the class, asking for the right answer, and checking to see if there is
any confusion on why that answer is correct. Each person ‘grades’ their neighbor’s sheet.
– 5-10 minutes
A passing grade allows for two wrong answers, or 12/14 correct answers.
Instructor passes out pledge cards, fills in Certificates, and hands out stickers/window clings to
participants who have passed the exam.
Alternate option #1: Lay out the certificates (pre-signed by the instructor), pledge cards
and stickers. Allow participants who passed to create an “assembly line” and to write their
names on certificates, choose their preferred decal and pick up a pledge card.
Alternate option #2: If the class is large (50+ participants) it is most efficient to issue
certificates, decals, and pledge cards after the class. The instructor can collect the exams and
determine who passed and mark the names on the roster/sign-in sheet. The instructor can
then work with the contact at the business to have them assist in issuing certificates, decals
and pledge cards.
Finally, the instructor checks for remaining questions. These last few steps typically take 10-15
minutes.
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Logistics Tips:
Here are a few things we’ve learned after teaching this class to over 3000 people. Use these tips to
help your program be successful sooner!
Request that the coordinator at the site where you are presenting remind people to bring something to write with. Bring a supply of pens as backups for those who forgot to bring their own.
Two instructors can provide a nice flow through the slides and can be handy for the logistics of
passing out stickers, certificates and pledge cards.
Projecting Slides – it is best to use the company or organization’s existing AV equipment together
with the presentation on a USB memory stick/thumb drive. This is the simplest approach since
it minimizes connection problems with a foreign PC. However, it’s best to bring a backup laptop
with VGA and HDMI cables just in case. Bringing your own projector as a backup is also recommended.
The typical class size that works well is 10-30 participants. This allows for good interaction and
dialog on specific situations that participants have faced; however, the class can be taught to
larger groups if facilitated well.
When possible lay out paperwork ahead of time (an exam and evaluation form at each person’s
seat). This saves a significant amount of time that would be spent handing out paperwork.
In order to save time you can encourage people to take the exam along the way as you are presenting. You may need to still provide a few minutes for people to finish taking the exam at the
end of the presentation, but this approach typically saves about 10 minutes and ultimately allows
for more time to answer questions and talk about local examples.
Inevitably there is typically someone in the room who has a lot of questions or wants to challenge
many of the points made in the class. The instructor should invite that person to talk after the
class so the instructor can better address those questions/concerns without using too much of the
class time.

Step Seven: Evaluate the Program
Evaluation is an important component of any successful bicycle education program. Evaluation does
not have to be complicated and can provide valuable information about who you are reaching, how
well instructors are presenting the information and whether the program is having the desired impact.
Use an evaluation tool such as the one provided in Appendix E to collect information and then enter
it into a spreadsheet or database. Make sure to analyze the data and adjust your approach to the
program accordingly.

Step Eight: Celebrate Success!
Once you have a number of businesses that have hosted the Bicycle Friendly Driver class, recognize
them for their efforts. Public recognition can be a positive motivator for businesses that are looking to
build goodwill in the community and the recognition can encourage other businesses to host the class.
In addition, when approaching businesses and asking them to host the presentation you can also
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mention that they will receive recognition via whatever methods you choose to use.
Recognition methods can include:
Publish a list of businesses who have hosted the presentation on your website
Recognize businesses through social media when they host a presentation
Publish an ad in the local newspaper or magazine (see the advertisement that was published in a
number of publications across the northern Colorado region in Appendix B)
Have a party and invite all the businesses that have hosted the training for their staff members
Prepare a press release recognizing the companies and send it to local media outlets
In addition to recognizing companies that host the classes, congratulate the instructors too. They
are the face of the program and deserve to be acknowledged for their contributions.

Time to Get Rolling!
Now that you understand how a Bicycle Friendly Driver program can benefit your community and
how to get started creating one, it’s time to get rolling! In addition to the information provided in
this toolkit, electronic versions of the materials used in the marketing and delivery of the program
are available for your use. You can customize them to fit the needs of your community. Visit the Fort
Collins Bicycle Friendly Driver program website (fcgov.com/BicycleFriendlyDriver) to learn how to
receive an electronic copy of the materials.
The City of Fort Collins, FC Bikes, Bike Fort Collins, and the Bicycle Ambassador Program are excited
that you have decided to start a Bicycle Friendly Driver program in your community! If you have any
additional questions or concerns, please feel free to reach out to the BAP Coordinator at the City of
Fort Collins:
Email: Info@BicycleAmbassadorProgram.org
Phone: 970-221-6987
Thanks for helping to make our country safer for all road users and a great place to ride a bike!

Creating a Bicycle Friendly Driver Program in Your Community
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Appendix A:
Bicycle Friendly Driver Instructor Requirements and
Instructions for Bicycle Ambassadors
Bicycle Ambassador/Instructor Training Requirements
Instructor must be at least a Silver Level Ambassador (has successfully completed Smart Cycling
and has volunteered/worked with the program for at least 20 hours)
Has successfully completed the Bicycle Friendly Driver course
Has co-taught one or more Bicycle Friendly Driver courses. It is also recommended that instructors shadow one course before co-teaching; however, it is not required.

Signing Up to Teach
1. Sign up to teach class via Engage (volunteer management program) at:
https://engage.fcgov.com/d/fcm

Roughly One Week Before Class
If the class is private:
1. Get in touch with the hosting site/coordinator to confirm:
a. Date/time
b. If they are supplying computer, projector and screen
c. Number of participants expected
d. Ask class organizer to encourage people to bring a pen or pencil
2. Set up time to pick up class materials from BAP Coordinator

Two-Three Days Before Class
If the class is public:
1. Request roster from any City Recreation Center (for classes listed in Recreator) or BAP
		 Coordinator (for classes listed on Engage website):
		Recreation Center Numbers:
		
- EPIC - 970-221-6683
		
- Senior Center - 970-221-6644
		
- Foothills Activity Center - 970-416-4280
		
- Aztlan Activity Center - 970-221-6655
BAP Coordinator Contact Info:
info@bicycleambassadorprogram.org
970-221-6987
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2. Email class participants to:
a. Confirm their intent to participate in class
b. Class details (date, time, location)
c. Reminder to bring a pen or pencil
For Both Public and Private Classes:
1. Pick Up Class Materials from 281 N College Ave.
Materials needed for BFD:
Certificates, stickers/window clings, pledge wallet cards
Exams
Evaluations
Sign in sheet
Extra Pens
Promotional materials for upcoming classes, Recreator magazine, bike maps, Colorado 		
Bike Manual, registration cards, other pertinent materials
Brochures and rack cards for BAP program and BFD
Colorado Bicycle Manual
Business cards (BAP Coordinator, &/or for you)
Three foot Flag (optional)
Laptop (if needed)
Giveaways (optional - bike lights, reflective stickers, bike bells, etc.)
2. Prepare for class by reviewing information and practicing presentation

Day of Class
1. Arrive 30-45 minutes early to set up
a. Set up technology and make sure everything is working
b. Set out paperwork and stickers/certificates for the end of class
2. Have participants sign-in as they are entering
3. Encourage participants to fill out demographics form while they are waiting for class to start
4. Have fun teaching the class and make it as interactive as possible
5. At the end, ask participants to complete the evaluation forms
6. Collect exams, evaluations, sign-in sheet & distribute certificates and stickers

Creating a Bicycle Friendly Driver Program in Your Community
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1-2 Days After Class is Completed
1. Follow up with hosting site to thank them
2. Follow up with participants as needed (e.g., to answer additional questions, etc.)
3. Complete a post-event evaluation on Engage
4. Confirm volunteer hours/paid time on Engage
5. If paid, submit invoice to FC Bikes
6. Drop off class materials to FC Bikes

Appendix B:
Sample Marketing Materials
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Appendix C: Sample Bicycle Friendly Driver Presentation
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Appendix D: Sample Bicycle Friendly Driver Exam / Answer Key
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Appendix E: Sample Demographic and Program Evaluation Sheets
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